**PERSONNEL PLACEMENT**

**D出发:** Positions Wanted, 25¢ per word, minimum charge $5. Use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words. Payment in advance is required.

**COPY** for ads must reach SCIENCE 2 weeks before issue date (Friday of every week).

**DISPLAY:** Positions Open. Rates listed below to change with Box Number. Rates not. No agency commission allowed for ads under 4 inches. No cash discount. Minimum ad 1 inch. Ads over 1 inch will be billed to the nearest quarter inch. Frequency only will apply only to repeat of same ad. No copy changes. Payment in advance is required except where satisfactory credit has been established. Send copy for display advertising to SCIENCE, Room 1740, 11 West 42 St., New York 36.

Single insertion $5.00 per inch 4 times in 1 year, 18¢ per inch. For PROOFS on display ads, copy must reach SCIENCE 4 weeks before date of issue (Friday of every week).

Replies to blind ads should be addressed as follows:

Box (give number)

SCIENCE

1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington 5, D.C.

**POSITIONS WANTED**

**Biologist,** M.S., female; 4 years' experience in histology, cytology, tissue culture, and cyto genetics; publications. Desires research position. Box 227, SCIENCE.

**Instrument Engineer,** extensive experience micro, optical, electro-mechanical, photo fields, seeking steady position with institution or manufacturer. Will build/develop special research instruments. Box 229, SCIENCE.

**Medical Biologist,** Ph.D. tumor cell biology, virology, tissue culture, experience teaching, research, administration. Senior position. Box 223, SCIENCE.

**Pharmacologist-Toxicologist-Administrator** with international and stateside industrial and academic experience. Willing to serve overseas. Available June 1963. Seeking position which demands responsibility and offers challenge. Box 226, SCIENCE.

(a) **Ph.D. Biochemist** (organic, physical chemistry, physiology), strong industrial background in R&D administration; prefers life sciences, fermentation, foods areas. (b) **Ph.D. Geneticist,** **Physiology, Nutrition, Statistics** background; interested in teaching (Please write for information regarding these and other scientists, senior and junior, inose fields and very active service.) Science Division, The Medical Bureau, Inc., Burneice Larson, Chairman, 900 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois.

**Teacher,** college or university, male; Ph.D. botany (microbiology, plant biochemistry). Strong background in chemistry, major in education; 8 years of teaching experience and 15 years of industrial experience. Box 228, SCIENCE.

**POSITIONS OPEN**

**BIOLOGIST**

B.S. or M.S. to participate in program of chemotherapy of respiratory and endocrine diseases. Strong background in either virology, tissue cell culture, or general microbiology desirable. Excellent benefits. Salary open. Equal opportunity employer. Send complete résumé to Personnel Director, Bristol Laboratories, P.O. Box 657, Syracuse 1, New York.

**BIOCHEMIST-PHYSIOLOGIST**

An expanding midwestern pharmaceutical company has opportunity for Ph.D. biochemist-physiologist to conduct fundamental research related to atherosclerosis and/or obesity. Post-doctoral experience preferred. An equal opportunity employer. Please send complete resume to Technical Employment Coordinator The Upjohn Company Kalamazoo, Michigan

**CLINICAL CHEMIST**

320-bed hospital associated with well-known diagnostic clinic desires clinical chemist, preferably Ph.D. level, to supervise chemistry section of clinical laboratory, develop and introduce new procedures, and participate in teaching and research program. Salary open.

Box 224, SCIENCE

**CLINICAL BIOCHEMIST**

wanted in a 500-bed general voluntary hospital with well-equipped and staffed laboratories performing most tests. Good income and opportunity for research if desired. Write giving full details about yourself to—

Director of Pathology, The Toledo Hospital 2142 North Cove Blvd., Toledo 6, Ohio

**CLOUD PHYSICS RESEARCH**

The Division of Radiophysics, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Sydney, Australia, seeks well-qualified physicist to participate in cloud physics programs. This division, led by Dr. E. G. Bowen, has an international reputation as a leader in cloud physics research.

Applicants should have an advanced science degree and postgraduate research experience preferably in some field related to cloud physics. The work includes laboratory research and flying in many parts of Australia. Flying experience is not essential, but applicants should be physically fit.

Apply by 16 November 1962 to Australian Scientific Attaché, 1423 K Street, NW, Washington, D.C., from whom further particulars can be obtained.

**INVESTIGATOR FOR CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC RESEARCH** with paraclinical, immunological, and pharmaceutical background. Send résumé to Head, Department of Experimental Therapeutics, Instituto Venezolano Investigaciones Científicas, Apartado 1827, Caracas, Venezuela.

(a) **Pharmacologist:** Ph.D. to dir. screening, pharm eval new chemical entities; rep to rshch dir. prog. medium-sized pharm mfr: min $15,000 start (e.g. Boehringer Ingelheim, Ciba-Geigy); M.S. or Ph.D. pharm background; reqs ability clinician, expd lab supv; dir lge staff techs. privately owned corp doing referral work on nationwide basis; vicin $14,000; ideal SW loc. (b) **Bacteriologist:** M.S. to hd dept. lge. renownd MW hsp; vicin $7500; lge mfr. indus city. (c) **Microbiologist:** pref M.S., Ph.D. expn rshch, dev exper, prod. test in control area. (d) **Pharmacologist:** M.S. expe prod Rae aerobic products for human animals; exl poten for advancement; to $8500+ MW pharm. co. (f) **Biochemist:** Ph.D. to dir. dcpt. 35lb bd vol veh; $12,000 loc. sales area. SE coastal loc. (g) **Physiologist:** N.Y. expd cardiovascular or renal physiol or endocrinol; outstanding rshch inst; coastal loc. (h) **Pharmacologist:** pref expd exper pharm. also expe indus pharm; screen new chns. (i) **Production Chemist:** expe prod Rae aerobic products for human animals; exl poten for advancement; to $8500+ MW pharm. co. (f) **Biochemist:** Ph.D. to dir. dcpt. 35lb bd vol veh; $12,000 loc. sales area. SE coastal loc. (g) **Physiologist:** N.Y. expd cardiovascular or renal physiol or endocrinol; outstanding rshch inst; coastal loc. (h) **Pharmacologist:** pref expd exper pharm. also expe indus pharm; screen new chns. (i) **Production Chemist:** expe prod Rae aerobic products for human animals; exl poten for advancement; to $8500+ MW pharm. co.

**NEW HONEYWELL RECORDS WATCH YER OWN INSTRUMENTATION**

Our ads on the preceding two pages describe the use of the new Honeywell 8100 for medical data acquisition. We show you the instrument in its rack mount simply to emphasize that, in addition to its portability and handsome appearance in its metal case, the 8100 is just the right size (and weight) to fit conveniently into any standard instrumentation rack (size, 18" x 23" x 10"; weight, 75 lbs.).

Write for brochure to Honeywell, Electronic Medical Systems, Denver 10, Colo.
PROTEIN CHEMIST (Ph.D.): To collaborate in research on plasma proteins in chronic diseases. About $9000.

NEUROCHEMIST (M.S. or equiv.): For research on tissue culture in aphthous ulcers and about $7000. Modern university--Affiliated research institute in New York City area. Send resume to Box 219, SCIENCE.

VIROLOGIST

Challenging opportunity for B.S.-level researcher with several years experience in virology particularly as related to the respiratory system. Should be familiar with tissue culture studies. Please apply in writing to C. K. Fatzer.

SCHERING CORP. 60 Orange St.--Bloomfield, N.J. an equal opportunity employer.

ZOOLOGIST, PH.D.

Experience preferred. Background in general zoology, mammalogy, cytology, genetics and cytogenetics. Some graduate teaching; research. Roman Catholic university, New science building. Write and include resume to Chairman, Department of Biology, Villanova University, Villanova, Pa.

VIROLOGIST

(a) Ph.D. Pharmacologist, CNS experience; medical research; Eastern Medical School, M.S. plus, charge of hospital section; Mideast; $7500 up. (b) Ph.D. Biology, clinical training in demonstrating courses in plant physiology given in second- and third-year courses. The present salary range is £A1400 to £A1600 per annum. Initial salary will be determined by the appointee's research and teaching qualifications.

PROTEIN CHEMIST (Ph.D.). Applications are invited for the position of Protein Chemist in Botany (plant physiology). It is desirable that the successful candidate should take up duties as soon as possible in 1963.

The successful applicant will be expected to assist in the planning of research in demonstrating courses in plant physiology given in second- and third-year courses. The present salary range is £A1400 to £A1600 per annum. Initial salary will be determined by the appointee's research and teaching qualifications.

Conditions of appointment and further information may be obtained from F. H. Johnston, Registrar, University of Melbourne, Parkville, N.2, Victoria, Australia, and applications should reach him as soon as possible but not later than 30 December 1962.

MELPAR'S expanding Research Division has immediate need for Key Personnel to conduct research in the following areas:

- PHARMACOLOGY
- VIROLOGY
- TISSUE CULTURE
- MICROBIOLOGY

Current programs cover the challenging problems of the future. These problems are in the fields of Space Biology, Electrobiology, and Culture Biology. Applicants with experience desired, but new graduates will be considered.

Write in strictest confidence to John Haverfield Manager--Professional Placement

MELPAR, INC.
A Subsidiary of Westinghouse Air Brake Company
3357 Arlington Blvd. Falls Church, Virginia
(a suburb of Washington, D. C.) An equal opportunity employer

The Market Place

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS WANTED

Sets, Runs and Volumes bought at top prices. Please send lists and description of periodical files you are willing to sell at high market prices. Write Dept. A35, CANNERS, Inc., Boston 20, Massachusetts

Your Book Published

If we think your manuscript has unusual possibilities, we will publish it on a straight royalty or partial subsidy basis. Send manuscript for free editorial report or write for Brochure xx. Pageant Press, Inc. 101 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, N.Y.

Your sets and files of scientific journals

are needed by our library and institutional customers. Please send us lists and description of periodical files you are willing to sell at high market prices. Write Dept. A35, CANNERS, Inc., Boston 20, Massachusetts

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

LIFE AND DEATH CARE

Food and Drug Research, New York City.

TWINING 4-0000

BERNARD L. GERS, PH.D. Director

LAbORATORY SERVICES


WARF

WISCONSIN ALUMNI AIDS FOUNDATION

FELLOWSHIPS

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS, 1963-64

Approximately 120 fellowships will be awarded for 1963-64. These fellowships may be awarded to Canadian citizens or to Canadian residents who are willing to return to Canada after completing their studies. The stipends, which range from $5000 to $8000, are intended to cover the cost of living and travel expenses.

Applications are invited from students who have completed their first year of graduate study in a field of science, engineering, or agriculture and who are expected to complete their studies within three years. Applicants must have been registered as full-time students at a recognized institution in Canada and must have completed at least two years of study.

Inquiries should be addressed to the National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada.

YOU NEED THIS FREE CATALOG FOR YOUR FILES

Serums, antiseraums and bloods of all kinds for technicians and tissue culture laboratories. Free catalog will call.

COLORADO SERUM CO.
4950 York St. • MAIN 5-5373 • Denver 16, Colo.

SPRAUGE-DAWLEY, INC.
Pioneers in the development of the STANDARD RAT and cynomolgus RAT. P.O. Box 2071 Madison, Wisconsin CE 3-5318

The Market Place
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